This bachelor thesis concerns decisions of the Czech Republic Constitutional Court affecting medial area. It is divided into four chapters of which the first two are theoretical while the other two are practical oriented. Chapter one describes the term medial system and presents their individual models and presents Czech Republic as one these. This chapter also describes legislation concerning freedom of speech and the legal protection of personality. The second chapter focuses on the Constitutional Court of Czech Republic and its position in Czech judicatory system and explains means of how the Court can affect media and journalists. It also concerns obligatory effect the Court’s decisions within Czech law system. Practical part of the thesis is dedicated to analysis of several Constitutional Court’s decisions. This part of the paper discover the Court’s influence on Czech medial environment and the work of journalists. The Constitutional Court has defined the boundaries of law execution regarding the freedom of speech and also defined several concepts connected to media. This thesis shows that the Court affect journalists’ work in the way that they know how to phrase their statements without disturbing the freedom of speech.